THE CANCER SUPPORT COMMUNITY SALUTES
25th ANNIVERSARY HOLIDAY HOMES TOUR CONTRIBUTORS

On Saturday and Sunday, December 1 and 2, the Cancer Support Community Valley/Ventura/Santa Barbara (CSCVVSB) held its 25th Anniversary Holiday Homes Tour. The organization’s signature fundraiser helps to ensure that CSCVVSB’s programs and services remain free of charge for local cancer patients and their families. The Holiday Homes Tour was a success and raised enough money to provide cancer support services to 100 community members affected by cancer for an entire year.

On behalf of the leadership and advisory boards, staff and participants of CSCVVSB I want to thank Holiday Homes Tour Chair Suzanne Drace for her tireless leadership. Our heartfelt gratitude goes to homeowners David and Tami Wank, Paul and Renee Ripps, Lisa Carl, and Mark and Margaret for their willingness to open their doors to hope.

To all the Holiday Homes Tour Committee Members – thank you for your extraordinary contribution to this event. Your many hours of commitment, boundless energy and dedication made the event possible: Edie Aitchison, Tricia Asadurian, Donna Baharouzi, Bernie Baker, Carolyn Baker, Dan Baker, Priscilla Boone, Lynn Buchanan, Becky Buck, Molly Buck, Pia Coleman, Art Connolly, Pat Croner, CSCVVSB Speakers Bureau, Leigh Ann Dehmohseni, Kathy Dirks, Patricia Eckers, Karen Eckhardt, Liz Fahy, Linda Flor, Jim Gavlik, Anilka Glover, Marsha Hall, Ann Houseal, McCall James, Judy Jones, Diane Kay, Isa Kendall, Grace Kennedy, Jackie Kossoff, Norm MacDonald, Nancy Mayerson, Nancy McIsaac, Laurie Peterson, Judyth Rischall, Lauri Rivetti, Andrea Roschke, Ryan Roschke, Dave Schindler, Lara Shapiro-Snair, Nancy Solomon, Jeff Sommer, Irving Starr, Thelma Starr, Chris Steele, Jane Troy, Kim Wall, Diana Welsh, LaJean Wenzel and Linda Zalesky.

Commendation goes to the House Managers who kept things running smoothly at our tour homes: Marsha Hall, House Management Chair; Phyllis Belisle, Priscilla Boone, Becky Buck, Leigh Ann Dehmohseni, Kathy Dirks, Patricia Eckers, Liz Fahy, Jenny Houseal, Linda Johnson, Jane Troy, LaJean Wenzel and Linda Zalesky.

Thanks also to interior design consultants Eileen Gould with Eileen Gould Design and Construction, Linda Kovach with Seasons, Thelma Starr with Murrel’s Originals Decor and Beverly with Mr. B’s Flowers; Peter Valli Photography for capturing the beauty of our featured homes; Leah Roschke of Studigrafik Design for the program book; Holiday Homes Tour ticket outlets The Décor Store and ConejoDeals.com; Sprouts Westlake for feeding our volunteers, and to the more than 350 people who took time out of a busy December weekend to volunteer at the event.

Special commendation goes to our event sponsors, whose generosity made this event a success for CSCVVSB: Shining Star Sponsor: Regal Medical Group, Inc.; Shuttle Sponsor WallyPark; Dreidel Sponsors: Clifton Larson Allen, Coastal Radiation Oncology; Plum Pudding Sponsors: Allison & Gibb CPAs LLP, Dr. Mai Brooks MD, FACS, Roschke & Wall Business Advisors and CPAs, Inc., Radiation Oncology Centers of Ventura County; Gingerbread Sponsors: In Memory of Gwen Huffer, C.I. Partners Direct, Rivetti Financial, Pacific Coast Homecare; Media and In-Kind Sponsors: The Acorn Newspapers, ConejoDeals.com, CRPrint, Gelson's, KCLU, KVTA, KDAR, Meathead Movers and Salem Media.

Finally, we wish to express our heartfelt thanks to everyone who attended the Holiday Homes Tour for helping to ensure that no one in our community has to face cancer alone.
We are here to serve the community. If you or your family are affected by cancer, please learn more about our free support services at cancersupportvvsb.org or call (805) 379-4777.
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